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The fence that can be 
depended upon.

'■‘■’""ifr/lQ|

Looks as Neat When Stretched on 
the Posts as It Does in the Picture

s ''AcàiB
' ^19

and its good looks are not deceiving, because it is 
made from Frost Wire and built to hold its shape

50 Styles to Select From

5m i

less than that asked for most fences, 
fence that can he depended upon to keep its 
original shape, and give extra years of serv
ice, like Frost Fence, is worth 5c. more per 
rod, but it won’t cost you any more this 
year than the price usually asked for fences 
which are not half as reliable.

The popular fence expressly for confining 
cattle is the Frost style shown above. Width 
of the web is 48 inches, stays 16J inches 
apart, and the horizontals are about evenly 
spaced.
the center of the web remove all temptation 
for cattle to reach through.

Another popular Frost Fence is our 10- 
wire, 50-inch style, also with twelve stays; 
close spacings at bottom, 6-inch spaces in 
center; no space being wider than 8 inches. 
This is one of the All-Furpose Frost Fences.

A 1That lasting firmness is only found in 
fencing made from Hard. Springy Wire—wire 
that is made and galvanized in our own Wire 
Mill by ourselves, and expressly for 
Fr.ost Fence customers—while coils in hori
zontals, which stay coiled, instead of fading 
into nothingness with the first Summer s use, 
add to the life and service of the fence. 
That’s the kind of quality not found in any 
other make, except Frost Fence.

iMWkWe make and stock heavily about fifty
Thereother popular styles of Frost Fence, 

is no reasonable demand that the Frost 
dealer cannot meet and fully satisfy.

our

Other Frost products include Galvanized 
Gates, plain and fancy, made to fill any 
space ; Frost Coiled Wire, each bundle with 
a guarantee tag ; Barb Wire ; Wire specially 
for baling hay ; Stays and Locks for field- 
huitt fence ; Hooks for wood picket fence ; 
Iron Posts for farm and fancy fences.

Hvenly-spaced horizontal wires inBest in Looks and Made 
from Better Material Ask Your Dealer

Your fence needs can be taken care of to 
your best satisfaction by our Frost dealer 
nearest you. 
write us now

The wires in Frost Fence are all full size, 
and true to gauge—no half-size wire is used

if sold by the 
pound, the price of Frost Fence would figure

If he is not known to you. *to cheapen the cost—and
,9

Frost Wire Fence Company, Limited, Hamilton, Canada
., ■ •.$■
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